FULL SESSION SUBMISSION FORMATS

Full Papers/Presentations Session Proposal (up to 60 minutes)

Proposals that have already grouped several papers, presentations, or presenters together and have identified chairs and commentators (if applicable).

Panel Discussion (up to 60 minutes)

Brief presentations and/or discussions on a topic by up to four people with contrasting or complementary points of view, moderated by a chairperson, with time reserved for audience participation, questions, and comments.

Workshop (up to 60 minutes)

An interactive demonstration or experiential session rooted in participation and active learning. Only select the workshop format if half or more of the time will be spent on experiential learning and active audience participation focused on learning a new skill or useful technique. Note: listening or asking questions are not considered forms of active participation.

INDIVIDUAL SUBMISSION FORMATS

Individual Submissions are proposals that have not been submitted as part of a larger session. Accepted Individual Submissions will be grouped into complete sessions, unless noted otherwise.

Individual Presentation/Paper (generally grouped with 2-3 others into a 60 minute session)

Practices, research, papers topics, or programs submitted by an individual. Most individual presentations are grouped with two or three other accepted proposals to create a grouped session on a common topic. Presentations should be no more than 15 minutes.